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Abstract 
Yajima, Y., Characterizations of four covering properties by products, Topology and its Applica- 
tions 45 (1992) 119-130. 
In the present paper, the four covering properties of topological spaces are paracompactness, 
subparacompactness, metacompactness and submetacompactness. We characterize these with the 
properties of certain products in terms of open (or closed) rectangles. 
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Introduction 
Let P and 2 be topological properties such that P is stronger than 2. We consider 
several theorems of the following two types: 
(1) A Tychonoff space X has GP if and only if X x /?X has 2, where PX denotes 
the Stone-tech compactification of X. 
(2) A space X has CP if and only if X x 2” has 9 for a cardinal K, where 2” 
denotes the product of K copies of the discrete two-point space. 
Tamano’s theorem in [13] is the first result of these types: 
(A) A Tychonoff space X is paracompact if and only if X x PX is normal. 
Soon after, Tamano [14] and Morita [9] showed that PX can be replaced by any 
compactification yX of X. Moreover, Morita [S] proved an extension of the Dowker’s 
theorem in [3]: 
(B) A normal space X is K-paracOmpact if and only if X x 2” is normal. 
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Subsequently, Scott [ 121 showed: 
(C) A space X is K-metacompact if X x 2” is orthocompact. 
Junnila [5] characterized metacompactness in several useful forms. Using one of 
them, he proved the following: 
(D) A Tychonoff space X is metacompact if and only if X x yX is orthocompact 
for a compactification yX of X. 
Quite recently, the author [ 151 has introduced the concept of suborthocompactness 
(see Definition 5.1) and proved: 
(E) A Tychonoff space X is submetacompact if and only if X x yX is subor- 
thocompact for a compactification yX of X. 
As stated in our abstract, the four covering properties means paracompactness, 
subparacompactness, metacompactness and submetacompactness. There are well- 
known implications among them. On the other hand, considering the properties of 
the products, there is no implication between normality and orthocompactness. 
Moreover, in the above (A)-(E), it may be noticed that there is no characterization 
for subparacompactness by products. 
Our purpose of this paper is to characterize the four covering properties with the 
similar properties of the products such as their implications become clear. For that, 
we don’t persist in topological properties of products but give attention to the 
concept of rectangles in products. Paracompactness, metacompactness and submeta- 
compactness are characterized in terms of open rectangles. Subparacompactness is 
characterized in terms of closed rectangles. 
Let K denote an infinite cardinal number. Here we don’t deal with K-paracompact- 
ness and K-metacompactness but K-subparacompactness. 
All spaces are topological spaces. However, regular spaces, Tychonoff spaces and 
normal spaces are T, . Paracompact spaces and compact spaces are Hausdorff. 
1. Preliminaries and basic idea 
Let X be a space. For a subset Y of X, Clx Y (or Cl Y) and Int Y denote the 
closure and the interior of Y, respectively, in X. For two covers % and “Ir of X, V 
is a rejinement of % (or 7f rejines %) if each member of 2’ is contained in some 
member of 3. 
A Hausdorff space X is parucompact if every open cover of X has a locally finite 
open refinement. 
A space X is (K-)subparucompuct if every open cover of X (with cardinality G K) 
has a o-locally finite closed refinement. 
A space X is metucompuct if every open cover of X has a point-finite open 
refinement. 
A sequence {V,,} of open covers of a space X is called a B-sequence if for each 
x E X there is some n E w such that “Ir, is point-finite at x. A space X is submetacom- 
pact (or O-re$nuble) if every open cover of X has a o-sequence of open refinements. 
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It is well known that paracompactness implies subparacompactness and metacom- 
pactness and that subparacompactness or metacompactness implies submetacom- 
pactness. Moreover, K-paracompactness implies K-subparacompactness, which fol- 
lows from [7, Theorem 51 and Lemma 2.4 below. 
Let X and Y be spaces. A subset in the product X x Y of the form A x B is 
called a rectangle. For a rectangle R in X x Y, R’ and R” denote the projections of 
R into X and Y, respectively. A rectangle R = R’x R” in X x Y is called an open 
(a closed) rectangle if R’ and R” are open (closed) in X and Y, respectively. 
Basic idea. Given a space X, a compact space C, an open cover % of X x C, and 
the projection n onto the first coordinate define 
v,=l-{5-(U): UEA}\Tr(XXC\UA) 
for each finite subcollection A of 021. Let A = [a]‘” (i.e., the set of all finite 
subcollections of 3). Then V= {V,: A E A} is an open cover of X. Moreover, 7f 
inherits some of the salubrious properties of %: local finiteness, cr-local finiteness, 
etc. 
Further if % is a cover by open rectangles, then 
V, =n {R’: R E A}\r(X X C\u A) 
for each A EA, and {V, x R”: R EA and A EA} is a well-behaved refinement of 021 
such that {R”: R E A} covers C whenever V, # (d. 
For a Tychonoff space X, yX denotes a compactification of X. More generally, 
we may consider yX as a compact space which contains a subspace homeomorphic 
to X. We will often consider the yX instead of the above C. 
Let 2” denote the product of K copies of the discrete two-point space. For each 
(Y E K, n-TT, denotes the projection of 2” onto the ath coordinate. Here, remark that 
a rectangle R in the product X x 2” is of the form R’x R” such that R’ and R” are 
subsets in X and 2”, respectively. 
As stated above, for a collection d of sets, [s!]-~ denotes the set of all finite 
subcollections of &. 
2. Lemmas 
Lemma 2.1. If X is a paracompact (metacompact, submetacompact) space and C is 
a compact space, then every open cover of X x C has a locally finite refinement 
(point-finite refinement, B-sequence of refinements) by open rectangles. 
This is easy to see. 
Lemma 2.2. Zf X is a (K-)subparacompact space and C is a compact space (of weight 
SK), then every open cover of X x C (with cardinality SK) has a o-locally finite 
refinement by closed rectangles. 
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Proof. Let 9 be an open cover of X x C and 93 be a base for the topology on C. 
For BE 92 and GE 9, define U = X\r(X x Cl B\G), where n is as in our Basic 
idea. Then U is an open set in X with U x Cl B c G. Thus there is a cover %! of 
X x C by open rectangles so that {R’ x Cl R”: R E 3’) refines 9. Moreover, if both 
?? and !?8 have cardinality SK, then 9 can be selected so as to have cardinality SK. 
Define Y={V,:AEA} asinour Basicidea, whereA=[S]‘“. Let {F,:AEA} be 
a a-locally finite closed cover of X such that Fh c V, for each A E A. Then {Fh x 
Cl R”: R E A and A E A} is a a-locally finite refinement of 9 by closed rectangles. 0 
The following, which is essentially due to [ 141, is useful to deal with the product 
xx yx. 
Lemma 2.3. A TychonofSspace X is paracompact (metacompact) if and only if; for 
each compact subset K of yX\X, there is a u-closure-preserving open (closure-preserving 
closed) cover 8 of X such that Cl+ E n K =@ for each E E ‘K 
For example, see the proof of [2, Theorem 4.4(c)] ([5, Theorem 4.11). Then one 
can see that Lemma 2.3 follows from [5, Corollary 3.51 ([5, Theorem 3.11). 
Let X be a space. A cover Q of X is directed if for any U,, U, E % there is a 
U, E % with U,, u U, c U,. A well-ordered cover { U,: a E K} of X is well monotone 
if U, c U, whenever p < (Y < K. Clearly, every well-monotone cover of X is directed. 
Lemma 2.4. A space X is (K-)subparacompact ifand only ifevery well-monotone open 
cover of X (with cardinality d K) has a a-locally Jinite closed rejnement. 
The proof is done by the standard argument of induction with respect to K. It is 
left to the reader. As well as Lemma 2.3, this yields the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. A TychonofSspace X is subparacompact if and only if; for each compact 
subset K of yX\X, there is a u-locallyjinite closed cover 9ofX such that Cl+F n K = (d 
for each FE 9. 
In the proofs below, we frequently use the symbol A which denotes the diagonal 
of the product X x -yX (i.e., the closed subspace {(x, x): x E X}). 
3. Paracompactness 
Theorem 3.1. A Tychonofl space X is paracompact if and only if every binary open 
cover of X x yX has a a-locally finite rejinement by open rectangles. 
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Proof. The “only if” part follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. We show the “if” 
part. 
Let K be a compact subset of rX\X. Let 
59 = {X x (?/X\K), X x yX\A}. 
Since 99 is a binary open cover of X x yX, there is a refinement 97 = U,,,, %,, of %? 
by open rectangles such that each %n is locally finite in X x yX. For each n E w, let 
A, = [Ujc n ?7Z,]cw. For each A E A,,, n E w, define V, as in our Basic idea. Then 
z’= {V,,: A E A, and n E o} is a cT-locally finite open cover of X. Assume V, # 8. 
Note that V, n R” = 0 for each R E A with R n A = 0. In fact, if R E A and x E V, n R”, 
then (x, x) E V, x R”c R’x R”= R. Next, since {R”: R E A} covers yX, {R”: R E A 
and R n A = 0) covers K. Hence we have 
Cl,,V, n K c Cl,, V,n(U{R”: REA and RnA=0})=0 
for each V, E W: It follows from Lemma 2.3 that X is paracompact. 0 
For a space X, L(X) denotes the Lindeliif number of X, i.e., L(X) = o.min{r: 
every open cover of X has a subcover of cardinality ST}. 
Theorem 3.2. A regular space X is paracompact if and only if every binary open cover 
of X x 2” has a u-closure-preserving refinement by open rectangles, where K = L(X). 
Proof. The “only if” part follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. 
Let 021 be a directed open cover of X. Since “u has a directed open refinement 
%, with cardinality SK, we ITMy aSSUme % = { u,: (Y E K}. Let 
Gi=U{U,~X~,‘(i): ~EK} (i=O,l). 
Then 9 = {G,,, G,} is a binary open cover of X x 2”. There is a cT-closure-preserving 
refinement 9? of 9 by open rectangles. Let Y = {R’: R E 92}. Then Y is a cr-closure- 
preserving open cover of X. Modifying the proof of [lo, Theorem 2.31, we show 
that v refines %. Take an R’ E Ylf, where R E 3, pick a point a E R” and fix them. 
There is a finite subset p of K such that a in,,,, n,‘(k,,) c R”, where k,, = r,(a) 
for each (Y E p. The R must be contained in some Gi (i = 0 or 1). Take the point 
b = (b,) E 2” defined by b,, = k, if a E p and b,, = 1 -i if (Y E ~\p. Pick any y E R’. 
Then we have 
(Y, b)E R’x f’ rr,‘(k,,) c R’x R”= R c G,. 
U‘=P 
We can find some p E K such that (y, b) E UP x np’( i). This implies that y E U, and 
p t p. Thus we conclude that R’c lJCrC, U,. Since Q is directed, v refines %. Hence 
“Ir is a a-closure-preserving open refinement of 021. It follows from [5, Corollary 3.51 
that X is paracompact. 0 
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Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are considered as generalizations of (A) and (B), respectively, 
in the Introduction. In fact, we can obtain: 
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a normal (and countably paracompact) space and C a 
compact space. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) X x C is normal. 
(b) Every binary open cover of X x C has a (u-)locally finite refinement by open 
rectangles. 
(c) Every binary open cover of X x C has a locally Jinite refinement by closed 
rectangles whose interiors cover the product. 
(d) Every binary open cover of X x C has a locally finite refinement by closed 
rectangles. 
Proof. (a)*(b) follows from [l, Lemma 11 or [lo, Theorem 2.51. (c)+(d) is obvious. 
(d)+(a) is easy to see. We show only (b)*(c). 
Let F, and F, be any disjoint closed sets in X x C. Since {X x C\F,, X x C\F,} 
is a binary open cover of XX C, there is a (a-)locally finite refinement %! of it by 
open rectangles. Define Y = { Vh: A E A} as in our Basic idea. Since X is normal 
(and countably paracompact), there is a locally finite open cover {P,: A E A} of X 
such that Cl Ph c V, for each A E A. For each A E A, take an open cover {QR: R E A} 
of C such that Cl QR c R” for each R E A. Then {Cl Ph x Cl QR: R E A and A E A} 
is a desired refinement of 9. 0 
4. Subparacompactness 
Theorem 4.1. A TychonofSspace X is subparacompact if and only ifevery binary open 
cover of X x yX has a u-locally jinite refinement by closed rectangles. 
Proof. The “only if” part follows immediately from Lemma 2.2. 
Let K and 9 be the same ones as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. There is a refinement 
2 =U,,, 9?,, of 9 by closed rectangles such that each 9i!,, is locally finite in X x -yX. 
Let A, = [9$,]~1w for each n E w. For each A E A,, n E w, let 
F*=(n{R’: R~h})n(u{R”: REA and R”nK =@}). 
Then each Fh is closed in X. Moreover, we have 
ClF,nKc(U{R”: RCA and R”nK=@})nK=QI 
Here we set 9 = { Fh : A E A, and n E w}. Since each {R’: R E S,,} is locally finite in 
X, 9 is o-locally finite in X. We show that 9 covers X. Pick x E X. Take k E w and 
R, E 9& with (x, x) E R,. Let p = {R E %$: x E R’}. Since ZZk is locally finite in X x yX 
and yX is compact, p must be finite. So we have R”E t_~ E Ak. Since RO meets A, it 
follows that R,” n K = 0. Hence we obtain 
xen{R’: REp})nR:lcF,ES. 
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Thus 9 is a cr-locally finite closed cover of X such that Cl,, F n K = 0 for each 
FE 9. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that X is subparacompact. 0 
A space X is subnormal (or S-normal) if for any disjoint closed sets A and B in 
X there are disjoint G,-sets G and H such that A c G and B c H. Note that a 
space X is subnormal if and only if every binary open cover of X has a a-locally 
finite (or equivalently, countable) closed refinement. 
Junnila [6, Problem 2.171 asked whether a Tychonoff space X is subparacompact 
if X x j?X is subnormal. So Theorem 4.1 can be considered as a partial answer to 
this problem. 
Theorem 4.2. A space X is K-subparacompact if and only if every binary open cover 
of X x 2” has a u-locally finite refinement by closed rectangles. 
Proof. The “only if” part also follows immediately from Lemma 2.2. 
Let % = {U,: (Y E K} be a directed open cover of X of cardinality QK. We set Gi 
and 99 as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. There is a a-locally finite refinement 9? of 
9 by closed rectangles. Then {R’: R E $22) is a u-locally finite closed cover of X. Let 
9 = {R’: R E %! with Int R”# 0). 
First, we show that 9 covers X. Pick x E X. Since {R”: R E 92 and x E R’} is a 
a-locally finite cover of the compact space 2 K it must be a countable closed cover , 
of 2”. By the Baire category theorem, we have Int R,” # 0 for some R. E 92 with 
x E RA. Hence x E R;E 9. Next, we show that 9 refines 021. Take any R’E 9 and 
pick a point a E Int R”. We can find a finite subset /1 of K such that 
a E n T,‘( k,) c Int R” c R”, 
atw 
where k, = n,(a) for each (Y E p. By the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, 
we can verify that R’c lJaE, U,. Thus 9 is a a-locally finite closed refinement of 
%. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that X is K-subparacompact. 0 
Let cf( K) denote the cofinality of K. Let K + 1 denote the space [0, K] with the 
usual order topology. It should be noticed that K + 1 is a closed subspace of 2”. 
Theorem 4.3. Let cf(K) > w. A space X is K-subparacompact if and only if X is 
r-subparacompact for each cardinal r < K and every binary open cover of X X (K + 1) 
has a a-locally Jinite rejnement by closed rectangles. 
Proof. Let 3 be a well-monotone open cover of X of cardinality SK. We may 
assume that Uu = { U,. . a E K} such that u_.c U, whenever LY’< CY < K. Let 
G,=U{U,X(~,K]:CY<K} and G,=XX[O,K). 
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Then 9 = { Go, G,} is a binary open cover of X x (K + 1). There is a a-locally finite 
refinement 2 of 9 by closed rectangles. Let 
9={R’: RE% with RnG,#0and KER”}. 
Then 9 is a a-locally finite collection of closed sets in X. First, we show that 9 
covers X. Pick x E X. Since {R”: R E S! and x E R’} is a countable closed cover of 
K + 1, by cf(K) > o, we can find some fi E K such that 
p > sup{ R”: R E 92, x E R’ and sup R”< K}. 
Choose some R”E 9. such that (x, p) E R,. Clearly, R,n G, f 0. Since Rfi is closed 
in K + 1, it follows that K E R,“. Hence we have x E RI E 9. Next, we show that 9 
refines %. Take any R’E 9. Then R E 3 with K E R”, and we can pick some 6 E R” 
with 6 < K. Assume that there is a point y E R’\lJ,<8 U,. Then we have 
On the other hand, by K E R”, we have (y, 6) E R = G,. This is a contradiction. Hence 
we obtain R’c lJa<8 U,. Since % is well monotone, R’ is contained in U,. Thus, 
9 is a a-locally finite closed refinement of %. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that X is 
fc-subparacompact. 0 
A collection ti of subsets of a space X is hereditarily closure preserving (HCP) 
if {B(A): A E a} is closure preserving whenever B(A) c A for each A E ~4. Next, ~2 
is a-HCP if it can be written as a countable union of HCP subcollections. Clearly, 
every locally finite collection is HCP. 
It is easily verified that if ti is an HCP collection and n E w, then {A, n . . . n 
A,: Ai E ~2 and is n} is HCP. It follows from [11, Corollary 2.21 that every V-HCP 
closed cover of a compact space has a countable subcover. 
Remark 4.4. From the above observations, we can slightly generalize Lemmas 2.4 
and 2.5 and Theorems 3.1, 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 by replacing “cT-locally finite” with 
“(T-HCP”. These verifications are left to the reader. 
5. Metacompactness 
Let 7f be a collection of subsets of a space X (a product X x Y). For each x E X 
(each (x, y) E X x Y), let 
V(x)={vE “Ir: XE V} (~(x,Y)={VE ,-If: (X,Y)E VI. 
An open cover “Ir of a space X is interior preserving if n V(x) is open in X for 
each x E X. 
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Theorem 5.1. A Tychonoff space X is metacompact if and only if every binary open 
cover of X x yX has an interior-preserving refinement by open rectangles. 
Proof. The “only if” part follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. 
Let K and 9 be as described in the proof of Theorem 3.1. There is an interior- 
preserving refinement %! of 9 by open rectangles. Let E(d) = rr(X x -yX\lJ a) for 
each tic 3, where rr denotes the projection onto the first factor. Let ZZ = 
{E(a): ti c 9}. Moreover, let F, = n 8?(x) for each x E X. As stated in the proof 
of [S, Theorem 4.11, 9= {F,: x E X} is a closure-preserving closed cover of X. By 
Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that CIYx F, n K = 0 for each x E X. Assume that 
there are some x, z E X such that z E Cl+. F, n K. Since n 9?. (x, z) is open in X x yX, 
we can take an open rectangle S x T in X x yX such that (x, z) E S x T c n 9? (x, z). 
Pick a point y E T n F,. Then y E F, implies that {x} x yX c St({y} x yX, 3). There 
is some RO = R& x R,” E 92 which contains (x, z) and meets {y} x yX. Notice y E Rk. 
Since S x T c n 2 (x, z) c R,, it follows that y E T c Rg . So we have (y, y) E R,, n A. 
Since 3 refines 9, R, is contained in X x (yX\K). Hence z E R,” c yX\K. This 
contradicts the choice of z. 0 
Theorem 5.2. A space X is metacompact if and only if every binary open cover of 
X x 2” has an interior-preserving rejnement by open rectangles, where K = L(X). 
Proof. Let Ou = {U,: (Y E K}, Gj and 99 be as described in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
There is an interior-preserving refinement 9? of 97 by open rectangles. As in the 
above proof, let E(d) = r(X x 2”\u ti) for each &c 9, let ZY = {E(d): J&I c %}, 
and let F, = n ‘8(x) for each x E X. Then B= {F”: x E X} is a closure-preserving 
closed cover of X. By [5, Theorem 3.11, it suffices to show that 9 refines %. Let 
0= (O,),,, E 2”. Pick x E X. Since n %! (x, 0) is open in X x 2”, there is a finite subset 
p of K such that 
(~,O)E{X]X n d(o,,kn wx,O). ucp 
Pick any y E F,. Then we have {x} x 2” c St({y} x 2”, 22). There is some ROE %! which 
contains (x, 0) and meets {y} x2”. Since n %(x, 0)~ RO, it follows that 
n asp m-Z'(O,) c Rg . By (x, 0) $ G, , we have R,c GO. In the similar way to the proof 
of Theorem 3.2, y E R: implies that y E U, for some p E CL. Therefore, 9 refines a. 0 
A space X is orthocompact if every open cover of X has an interior-preserving 
open refinement. 
Proposition 5.3. Let X be a space and K = L(X). If X x (K + 1) is orthocompact, then 
every well-monotone open cover of X has a closure-preserving closed refinement. 
Proof. Let 021 = {U,: cy E K} be a well-monotone open cover of X such that U,,c U, 
if a’<a<K. Let 
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Since 3 is an open cover of X x (K -I l), there is an interior-preserving open 
refinement %!? of 3. For %Z, define 2’= {V,,: X E A} as in our Basic idea. We show 
that “Ir is a point-star refinement of %. Pick a fixed x E X. There is some p < K such 
that {x1 x [P, ~1 c f’ W x, K). Pick any V, E Y with x E V,. Find some H,E h with 
(x,~)~H~,andtakesome6<~suchthatH,~~,X(6,~].SowehaveV,~~(H,)~ 
U,. Since n x(x, K) c HO, it follows that 6 <p. This implies that St(x, Y) c 
U -<P U,c U,. Since X i s orthocompact, there is an interior-preserving open 
point-star refinement “ur of %. For each (Y E K, let F, = {x E X: St(x, W) c Ua}. It is 
easy to check that 9 = {Fa : a E K} is a closure-preserving closed refinement of a. 0 
6. Submetacompactness 
Definition 6.1. A sequence {v,,} of open covers of a space X is called an L-sequence 
if for each x E X there is some n E w such that n 7f,,(x) is a neighborhood of x in 
X. A space X is said to be suborthocompact [15] if every open cover of X has an 
L-sequence of open refinements. 
This concept has been introduced to characterize submetacompactness as (E) in 
the Introduction. Clearly, every O-sequence is an L-sequence, and every submetacom- 
pact space and every orthocompact space are suborthocompact. 
Theorem 6.2. A TychonofSspace X is submetacompact ifand only if every binary open 
cover of X x yX has an L-sequence of re$nements by open rectangzes. 
Proof. The “only if” part follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. 
Let “u be an open cover of X. Take a collection “II* = { U*: U E “u} of open sets 
in yX such that U* n X = U for each U E Ou. Let 
G,=U{Ux U*: UE%U) and G,=XX yX\A. 
Then 9 = {GO, G,} is a binary open cover of X x 7X. There is an L-sequence {%,,} 
of refinements of 99 by open rectangles. For each n E w, define Y* = {V,: A E A,,} as 
in our Basic idea, where A, = [ %,,I’“. LetW,,={nisnV,: V,EYjandiGn}foreach 
n E W. Then each W,, is an open cover of X which refines W+, . Seeing the proof 
of [15, Theorem 2.21, it suffices to show the following: 
Claim. For each x E X, there is some k E w such that Cl,, St(x, Wk) c St(x, %*). 
Proof. Assume that there is some x E X such that 
Cl,, St(x, ‘Um)\St(x, %“) #B 
for each n E w. As the proof of Claim in that of [ 15, Theorem 2.21, there are some 
kg w, two points a, b E X, an open rectangle S x T and a A E Ak, satisfying (i) 
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a E II,, Cl,, St(x, ?Vn)\St(x, %*), (ii) (x, a) E S x Tc f--I 6%(x, a), (iii) b E Tn 
St(x, YVk) and (iv) {x, b}c V,. Take an R,EA with (x,a)~R,,. Then SX Tc 
n 9&(x, a) c RO. By T c R,“, we have (b, b) E V, x Tc R,. Hence RO meets A. Since 
6?& refines 9, it follows that (x, a) E R,c GO. There is some U, E % such that 
(x, a) E U, x Ut . This implies that a E Ug c St(x, “II*), which contradicts the choice 
of a. Our claim has been proved. 0 
We can show Theorem 5.1 in the same way as above. The proof of it is rather 
simpler. However, it does not seem to be effective to apply this way with simple 
modifications to the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Only our characterization of submetacompactness by X x 2” needs a certain 
assumption for the space X. 
Proposition 6.3. An orthocompact space X is submetacompact if and only if every 
binary open cover of X x 2” has an L-sequence of refinements by open rectangles, where 
K = L(x). 
Proof. Let 021= { U,: CY E K}, Gi and 9 be as described in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
There is an L-sequence {%,,} of refinements of 9 by open rectangles. For each n E w, 
define V,, = { V, : A E A,,} as in our Basic idea, where A, = [ %,,I’“. Pick a fixed x E X. 
Let 0 = (0,) E 2”. We can take a k E w and a finite subset p of K such that (x, 0) E 
1x1 x ne+ =0 -‘(O,)c n szk(x, 0). We show that St(x, Vk) = lJcrip lJe. Pick any A E 
Ak with x E V,. Take an R”E A with (x, 0) E R,. So we have n,,, ~:‘(0,) c R;(. 
TakethepointaE2”definedby~,(a)=O,ifaE~and~,(a)=l,ifaEK\~.Pick 
any y E V,. Then we have (y, a) E RO c G, E 9. This implies that y E U, for some 
P E p. Thus, St(x, vk) = Uut, U,. Since % is directed, {‘Y”,,} is a point-star refining 
sequence for % of open covers of X (see [4, p. 3781). Moreover, since X is 
orthocompact, 021 has a point-star refining sequence of interior-preserving open 
covers of X. It follows from [4, Theorem 4.41 that X is submetacompact. q 
7. Problems 
Problem 7.1. In Theorem 3.1, can “a-locally finite” be extended to “a-closure 
preserving”? 
Problem 7.2. Let X be a space with K = L(X). If X x 2” is subnormal, is X subpara- 
compact (or submetacompact)? 
Problem 7.3. In Theorem 4.3, can “cf(K) > w” be taken away? 
Problem 7.4. Let X be a space and C a compact space. If X x C is orthocompact, 
does every binary open cover of XX C have an interior-preserving refinement by 
open rectangles? 
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Problem 7.5. Let X be a space with K = L(X). If X x (K + 1) is orthocompact, is X 
metacompact? 
Problem 7.6. Without the orthocompactness of X, is Proposition 6.3 true? 
Problem 7.2 is an analogical problem to [6, Problem 2.171. If Problem 7.4 would 
be solved affirmatively, our Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 would be extensions of Junnila’s 
(D) and Scott’s (C), respectively, in the Introduction. If “well monotone” in 
Proposition 5.3 could be extended to “directed and interior preserving”, an affirma- 
tive answer to Problem 7.5 would follow immediately from [5, Theorem 3.11. 
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